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Abridged minutes of the Executive Committee (EC) meetings and conference calls follow.
(Motions are indicated in italics.)
These motions are listed to maintain a permanent
record of email voting activity:
2/12/2020: Motion carried to approve the 93 Significant
Sig Award recipients for 2020 as presented.
2/13/2020: Motion carried to approve the Feb. 11 EC
meeting minutes as presented.
2/13/2020: Motion carried to approve amendments to
the grand Quaestor’s policy as presented.
2/20/2020: motion carried to approve the declaration
of intent of the interest group at the university of
south Carolina and recognize them as the sigma chi
gamma colony.
3/4/2020: motion carried to approve the membership
review report as presented for a chapter.
Members in attendance: Grand Consul Steve Schuyler,
Grand Pro Consul Tim Sanderson, Grand Quaestor
Ryan Temby, Past Grand Consul Tommy Geddings,
Grand Trustee rep. Rick Lewandowski, Grand Praetor
reps. Don Hester and Asher Kalef, IBA winner Andrew
McMahon and undergrad. rep. Carter Ray
Non-voting members in attendance:
Grand tribune mark quiner, Sigma Chi Leadership
Institute (SCLI) chairman Mike Greenberg, Executive
Director Mike Church, Assoc. Executive Director Bill
Scott and Dakota Neff, who served as recording sec.
The meeting was called to order at 8:05 p.m. CT,
March 10, 2020.

CALL TO ORDER

Geddings moved to approve the consent agenda as
presented:
*To provide advice and consent to Grand Consul
Schuyler to appoint Garnett Haubelt as Grand Trustee
for the South Central Region with a term ending
June 30, 2021;

* To provide advice and consent to Grand Consul
Schuyler to appoint Josh Cook and Craig Joyner as
assistant Grand Praetors to the Florida Sun Coast and
California Bay Area provinces, respectively, with terms
ending June 30, 2021;
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*To provide advice and consent to Grand Consul
Schuyler to appoint Tim Sanderson chairman of the
IBA selection committee and Steve Schuyler, Tommy
Geddings, Walker Wiggins and Andrew McMahon as
committee members with terms ending Aug. 30, 2020;
*To appoint Tim Sanderson as chairman of the IBA
application review sub-committee and Mark Quiner,
Rick Lewandowski, Bob Wilson and Jeremy Fernandes
as sub-committee members with terms ending
Aug. 30, 2020;
*To suspend 13 men from membership in Sigma Chi for
failure to remedy their financial debt;
*To expel a member for failure to remedy his financial
debt;
*To deny a member’s appeal as recommended by CAMAC
and uphold his conduct expulsion;
* To approve the non-student initiation of John
McMullan at the Georgia undergraduate chapter;
* To approve the non-student initiation of Dean Kuster
at the chapter at a College in Long Beach, California.
Ray seconded. The motion carried unanimously.

ACTING GRAND CONSUL’S REPORT

Sanderson reported the San Diego State chapter will
be reinstalled this weekend. He then stated the TexasSan Antonio colony is requesting its installation
on the weekend of Oct. 23 and the Boston colony is
requesting its installation on the weekend of Nov. 6.
Sanderson stated the 83rd Grand Chapter will be held
in Scottsdale, Arizona, at the Westin Kierland Resort
and Spa from June 23-27, and that the Fraternity is
working to finalize the contract.

Temby stated that the investments have been trending
along with the down market and they will be meeting
with the investment committee to review the ongoing
situation.
Temby stated the chapter accounts receivables are
down, with most of the outstanding receivables from
chapters being from those in the CAMAC process.
Discussion followed.

PAST GRAND CONSUL’S REPORT

Ray asked about the situation at an undergraduate
chapter. Discussion followed.
Geddings and Lewandowski reviewed updates to a
membership review report and then reviewed the
situation at an undergraduate chapter.

Lewandowski moved to approve the amended
membership review report as presented. Geddings
seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Greenberg reviewed the situation at a chapter where
CAMAC planned to conduct a membership review,
but recommended downgrading to a membership
assessment based on the members’ cooperation.

Geddings moved to approve the membership review
permitting the chairman of CAMAC to downgrade
to chapter assessment or eliminate if possible as
recommended by CAMAC. Lewandowski seconded. The
motion carried unanimously.
Geddings discussed the situation at another
undergaduate chapter.

Geddings moved to approve a membership review
at a chapter as recommended by CAMAC. Discussion
followed. The motion carried unanimously.

Sanderson stated the Grand Council agenda committee
is looking at hosting a four-hour virtual meeting
on June 27 with undergraduate, Grand Praetor and
Grand Trustee caucuses either in the morning or on a
separate date. A more detailed agenda is forthcoming.

Geddings discussed the situation at another
undergraduate chapter.

GRAND QUAESTOR’S REPORT

Geddings reviewed the situation at another chapter
and stated the CAMAC’s belief that there needs to be
significant investment and changes to improve the
chapter. Discussion followed.

Temby stated that pledge revenue is down 2% from
last year. He encouraged everyone to not look at the
initiation revenue for this year as it is not entirely
reflective of the current number of initiates. He then
reported that there are no other major items of note
on the statement.

Geddings moved to approve a membership review
at a chapter as recommended by CAMAC. Discussion
followed. The motion carried unanimously.

Geddings moved to approve a membership review at
a chapter as recommended by CAMAC. Lewandowski
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seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Geddings reviewed a situation at a chapter where
a membership assessment had previously been
prescribed, but stated its members had not been
cooperative or receptive. He then stated CAMAC is
recommending a membership review for the chapter
instead.

Geddings moved to approve a membership review at
a chapter as recommended by CAMAC. Lewandowski
seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Greenberg reviewed the situation at a chapter where
its university issued sanctions that included two
years of not being able to recruit, which would make
the chapter unviable. Discussion followed.

Geddings moved to approve that a chapter be allowed
to operate as being unrecognized by its university.
Discussion followed. The motion carried with one
abstention.
Greenberg reviewed the situation at a chapter where
the university plans to suspend it for two years
because of the actions of a small group of members.
Discussion followed.

Lewandowski moved to approve the a chapter be
allowed to operate while it is unrecognized by its host
university. Discussion followed. The motion carried
unanimously.

GRAND TRUSTEE REP.’S REPORT

Lewandowski stated that the upcoming house
corporation officer training has been postponed
until further notice, and they will be working to
roll-out regional trainings next year. Additionally, the
Grand Trustee leadership will work with Constantine
Housing Initiative (CHI) to find ways to collaborate.

GRAND PRAETOR REPS.’ REPORT

Kalef stated the financial webinar was well received
by the Grand Praetors and undergraduates, and he
hopes there will be more webinars like it in the future.
Kalef stated that they are working on finalizing
details for Grand Praetor meeting on the Jan. 15, 2021,
weekend.
Kalef stated the Grand Praetors have been using
Microsoft Teams, but would like more access to utilize
the platform and will work with Headquarters staff
on that.
Hester reviewed the EC had discussed CAMAC’s
concerns related to individual Grand Praetors in the
past and stated they have addressed those concerns
with the appropriate individuals.

IBA WINNERS’ REPORT

McMahon stated and they are working on their second
update report to the former IBA winners, but there’s
nothing formal to report.

UNDERGRAD. REPS.’ REPORT

Ray stated they are still getting feedback regarding
GPA requirements and will be hosting calls with
Consuls to clarify feedback. Ray said he hopes to
have a report in the coming weeks for presentation.
Discussion followed.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Neff reported that they finished the development of
the Consul and Magister policy certification process,
and are ready to begin roll-out. He explained that once
a Consul or Magister has been elected and entered
in the chapter system, they will receive a note of
congratulations and a notification that they must
certify that they agree to Sigma Chi’s policies and
governing laws before they are permitted to access
the chapter system and assume the responsibilities of
the position. Discussion followed.

Geddings moved to approve the Consul and Magister
Policy Certification process for implementation as
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soon as possible. Lewandowski seconded. The motion
carried unanimously.

Holzhausen Associate Executive Director Bill Scott
and Dakota Neff, who served as recording sec.

Church stated that the Huntsman cancer institute had
been planning a March 16 celebration at the University
of Arizona in recognition of Sigma Chi meeting its $11
million pledge, but due to a travel moratorium at the
University of Utah, they had to cancel that event and
are planning a smaller-scale recognition for now.

The meeting was called to order at 6:05 p.m. CT, on
May 1, 2020.

Church reviewed the memorandums that have been
drafted to update the membership on the continually
developing situation surrounding the coronavirus
and welcomed feedback before those are distributed
tomorrow. Discussion followed.
Church reviewed the situation at a university
and provided an overview of the proposed new
relationship statement that has been received
positively, which he hopes will resolve the matter
soon.
Church provided a review of the strategic plan
progress stating that a subcommittee was charged
with creating a final recommendation for review at
the upcoming joint meeting. Discussion followed.

NIC/SCLI/ELB REPORT

Greenberg stated that the SCLI website has been
launched and they are working on a marketing plan
to announce it.
Greenberg stated that due to the travel moratorium
caused by the coronavirus, they will be polling the
attendees to determine if the upcoming facilitators
academy should be postponed. Discussion followed.

OLD BUSINESS

Church reviewed that they provided notification to
the Grand Council of the EC’s desire to adopt ECR 4.03-1
modifications and the Executive Committee will now
need to adopt them. Discussion followed.

Geddings moved to adopt the modifications to ECR 4.03-1
as presented. Temby seconded. The motion carried.

NEW BUSINESS

SANDERSON STATED THAT THE NUMBERS ARE LOOKING
LIKE THE FRATERNITY’S 350,000TH MEMBER SHOULD BE
INITIATED THIS WEEKEND AND THEY HAVE A MARKETING
PLAN IN PLACE TO ANNOUNCE IT.
The meeting adjourned at 9:28 p.m.
These motions are listed to maintain a permanent
record of email voting activity:

3/11/2020: Motion carried to approve the minutes of the
March 10, 2020, EC meeting as presented.
3/25/2020: Motion carried to approve the Krach
Transformational Leaders Workshop faculty as
presented.
4/1/2020: Motion carried to approve the Grand Chapter
contract.
Members in attendance: Grand Consul Steve Schuyler,
Grand Pro Consul Tim Sanderson, Grand Quaestor
Ryan Temby, Past Grand Consul Tommy Geddings, Grand
Trustee rep. Rick Lewandowski, Grand Praetor reps.
Don Hester and Asher Kalef, alumni rep. Bob Wilson,
IBA winners Andrew McMahon and Walker Wiggins,
undergrad. reps. Ryan Barto and Carter Ray
Non-voting members in attendance:
Grand Tribune Mark Quiner, SCLI chairman Mike
Greenberg, SCLI vice chairman Mark Galbo, Executive
Director Mike Church, RMF chairman Dennis Santoli,
RMF executive director Steve Davidson, RMF treasurer
Ted Pitt, CHI chairman Keith Dobrolinsky, CHI vice
chairman Ken Klein, CHI managing director Joe Fiore,
RMF program director Justin Brandt, Foundation
president/CEO Ashley Woods, Foundation chairman
Joe Durzo, Foundation vice chairman John Forst,
Foundation board member Jeff Gill, Grand Trustee
chairman Rich Hronek, Fraternity controller Peter

CALL TO ORDER

Sanderson moved to adopt the consent agenda as
presented:
* To provide advice and consent to Grand Consul
Schuyler to appoint Tyler Pennington as assistant
Grand Praetor of the South Georgia province with a
term ending June 30, 2021.
*To suspend 10 members for failure to remedy their
financial debt.
*To suspend 10 members for failure to remedy their
financial debt.
*To suspend 18 members from membership in Sigma Chi
for the reasons stated in the request for suspension
submitted by the respective chapters.
*To expel 10 members from membership in Sigma Chi for
reasons stated in the request for expulsion submitted
by the respective chapters.
*To deny a member’s appeal as recommended by CAMAC.
*To deny a member’s appeal as recommended by CAMAC.
*To deny a member’s appeal as recommended by CAMAC.
*To approve the non-student initiation of James Vegard
at the Georgia Southwestern chapter.
*To approve the declaration of intent submitted by the
Kern County Alumni Association and recognize them as
the Kern County Alumni Chapter of Sigma Chi.
Ray seconded. The motion carried with one abstention.

GRAND CONSUL’S REPORT

Schuyler thanked everyone for their work while he was
gone, giving special thanks to Sanderson and his wife,
Lisa; Wilson; Temby; and Church whose leadership and
strong arms during this time were invaluable to him.
Schuyler stated that the Fraternity is facing many
challenges, but he knows the Executive Committee is
ready to discuss them and make the difficult decisions
to ensure the success and wellbeing of the organization
and its members this weekend.
Schuyler reported that the contract was finalized to
host Grand Chapter at the Westin Kierland in Phoenix
from June 23 to 27, 2021, and that he has appointed Joe
Beers as the Chairman of the Grand Chapter organizing
committee.

GRAND PRO CONSUL’S REPORT

Sanderson stated that with the continued volatility
surrounding the COVID-19 crisis and a desire to ensure
the safety of those traveling, his recommendation is
to move Grand Council to early fall to coincide with
the in-person EC meeting. Sanderson additionally
recommended to keep the June 27 date for a special
meeting of the Grand Council to provide a state of the
Fraternity update by the Grand Consul, approve the
rules of Grand Council and conduct the undergraduate
representative to EC elections; and to keep the caucus
meetings planned for the week prior. Sanderson stated
that he will table a motion on this until tomorrow’s
discussions.
Sanderson added that there are currently 10 missing
undergraduate province delegates to Grand Council and
asked Hester and Kalef to assist in getting the Grand
Praetor to submit them.
Sanderson stated that there are currently two
qualified candidates for the undergraduate
representative to the EC positions, and additional
communication is planned leading up to the June 1
deadline.
Sanderson reported that six chapters have not
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completed their annual report with the Grand Praetor
deadline on May 3. He asked Hester and Kalef to work
with the Grand Praetors to resolve the issue.

(CHI) to prepare for chapter houses to reopen.
Discsussion followed.

Sanderson stated that, based on analysis of the annual
report data submitted, the EC can award the Legion of
Honor and Daniel William Cooper scholarship awards,
but he does not believe there is enough data for the
Peterson and Bash awards to be determined. He then
stated his belief that the Peterson and Bash awards can
instead be determined using a qualitative measure, and
Neff explained what that process would look like.

Hester stated that the’ response to the webinars and
engagement over the past month has been appreciated
by the Grand Praetors. He additionally stated that the
individual support given by the chapter support staff
has been outstanding and has helped to lift up the
chapters and members.

Temby moved to approve the qualitative award process
proof of concept as presented with a final proposal
to be reviewed and approved by the EC. Discussion
followed. The motion carried unanimously.

GRAND QUAESTOR’S REPORT

Temby reviewed the year-to-date financials and end
of year forecast stating that there has been a drop in
initiations, which continues the downward trend from
last year. He said there are approximately 900 members
that have not been initiated, and any initiation fees that
have been charged will remain in receivables until they
are initiated.
Temby stated that the Headquarters staff has reduced
expenses drastically and will continue to do so. He
noted that Grand Council expenses have also been
moved into the next fiscal year for this report, but can
be moved easily if the EC makes a different decision.
Temby reviewed the balance sheet and chapter accounts
receivables, stating that the accounts receivables are in
a better position than in previous years. He then detailed
the organization’s unrealized losses as of March and
stated the Fraternity will be following the advice
of Mill Creek financial advisors, who will present
tomorrow.

PAST GRAND CONSUL’S REPORT

Geddings provided a review of the pending membership
reviews and thanked Greenberg for his work with the
campuses and NIC.
Geddings stated that CAMAC is in support and
agreement with all recommended action listed, with
the exception of one chapter.
The EC discussed the situation at a chapter.

Geddings moved to change a chapter’s planned
membership review to a chapter assessment. Kalef
seconded. Discussion followed. Ray requested a roll
call vote. The motion failed.
Geddings moved to cancel a chapter’s membership
review and remand the issue to its Grand Praetor. Ray
seconded. The motion carried.
Geddings moved to approve the chapter actions as
presented, excluding the one voted on immediately
previous. Those actions include: suspending the
charter of a chapter; changing the three planned
membership reviews to chapter assessments;
canceling a membership review and remanding the
matter to the Grand Praetor; and changing a chapter
assessment to a virtual assessment conducted by
Headquarters staff. Kalef seconded. The motion
carried.
Geddings reviewed the situation at a chapter where
there is a desire for collaboration between the
university and the Fraternity.

Lewandowski moved to approve a virtual chapter
assessment as presented. Geddings seconded. The
motion carried unanimously.

GRAND TRUSTEE REP.’S REPORT

Lewandowski referenced his report on the Teams
site, stating that many house corporations closed
along with the campuses, and the Grand Trustees are
working closely with Constantine Housing Initiative
Summer 2020 • The Magazine of Sigma Chi

GRAND PRAETOR REPS.’ REPORT

Kalef stated that the Grand Praetors and Chapters
have been remaining highly engaged utilizing
conference and video technology regularly. He then
stated that the Grand Praetors’ next conference call
is May 18 and they’re inviting SCLI Executive Director
Jim Cogdal before inviting Grand Consul Schuyler to
join as well.

ALUMNI REP.’S REPORT

Wilson referenced the list of non-compliant alumni
chapters and stated that Temby has approved extending
the payment deadline to June given the current situation.
Wilson asked for the EC’s continued support in
contacting these chapters regarding payment and
annual report filings.
Wilson additionally reported that the Marts & Lundy
consultants completed their report for review with a
final report forthcoming, that they are continuing to
conduct webinars, creating content for the website and
working on ways to recognize and engage brothers that
are graduating.

IBA WINNERS’ REPORT

McMahon referenced the report on the Teams site
stating that they are working on their next update
to past IBA winners that will go out following this
meeting. He additionally stated that they are working
on considering an IBA recipient gathering at Grand
Chapter.

UNDERGRAD. REPS.’REPORT

Ray reported that he is continuing to work on the GPA
increase proposal but have not heard back from some
chapter leaders. He stated that largely the feedback
has been positive, but the recommended GPA has been a
little lower than expected. Based on feedback to date,
he is recommending 2.7 -2.8 GPA for officers and 2.6-2.7
GPA for active status.
Barto stated he is working on ways to increase
undergraduates’ representation on the EC. He
then thanked the Foundation for its work with the
Brothers Helping Brothers fund. Discussion followed.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Church reported they have sought outside counsel to
review and finalize work that began in 2014 to assign
the educational program intellectual property of
Sigma Chi to SCLI. He stated that the three proposed
agreements that had been circulated to everyone in
March are available on the Teams site for review. He
then explained the differences between the three
agreements, and then recommended the EC review
them before the year’s end.
Church stated that there have been no furloughs or
layoffs of Headquarters staff, but there is a freeze
on hiring and compensation changes. He additionally
stated that expansion coordinator Jimmy Evans left
staff April 30.

SCLI REPORT

Greenberg stated that SCLI has created an updated
virtual Strong Arms mental wellness program and
a virtual, remote recruitment training program and
that both are available on Teams for review. He stated
the SCLI board has approved both programs and
recommended the EC do the same.

Temby moved to approve the virtual Strong Arms and
remote recruitment curriculum as presented. Kalef

seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Greenberg stated that SCLI has created a prioritization
list for the development curriculum that is available
on the Team site for review, and invited EC members to
provide feedback on it. He added that SCLI is preparing
for the 2021 Krach Transformational Leaders
Workshop to be certificate-driven and are working to
create virtual officer training ahead of schedule.
Cogdal reported that SCLI has been working with
the Illinois Board of Higher Education, which
is approximately 75% of the way through SCLI’s
accreditation application with the final application
planned for submission on May 8. Cogdal additionally
said that SCLI gained educational exemptions in all
additional states and are hopeful for final approvals
from the Illinois board within one to two months
instead of the nine months originally planned.

RMF/CHI REPORT

Davidson referenced his PowerPoint and stated that
claims are trending down and all active litigation is
moving slowly.

NEW BUSINESS

Neff reported that the alumni awards committee
completed its review of all award nominations and
has posted its recommended winners posted to the
Teams site for approval by the EC. Neff stated the
committee did not receive any nominations for faculty
advisor of the year or alumni chapter community
service awards.

Lewandowski moved to approve the alumni award
winners as recommended by the alumni awards
committee. Wilson seconded. The motion carried
unanimously.
Lewandowski moved to enter executive session at
8:09 p.m. Geddings seconded. The motion carried
unanimously.
Lewandowski moved to recess in executive Session
until 9 a.m. on May 2. Kalef seconded. The motion
carried unanimously.
The meeting resumed in executive session at 9 a.m. on
May 2.

Sanderson moved to exit executive session at 10:26 a.m.
Wilson seconded. The motion carried unanimously.

COVID-19 IMPACT PRESENTATIONS

Dr. Jacob Ball, TULANE 2012, who is a health statistician
for the U.S. Army Public Health Center, spoke to the EC
regarding disease spread rates and projections on
resuming activities.
Ball stated that it is difficult to provide blanket
guidelines as each state and location is different, but
in general, when businesses are reopening it needs
to be gradual. Ball stated that a key piece to consider
is the rate of reproduction with a rate below one,
meaning the infection is slowing. Because of that,
they are advising that bases can only begin opening to
non-essential employees on a gradual basis once the
location achieves a rolling two-week reproduction
rate below one.
Ball stated his opinion that a level of social distancing
should be maintained until late fall given the
potential of a second or third wave of infections. He
knows the push is to reopen operations, but he highly
recommends limiting in-person chapter meetings and
maintaining social distancing. Discussion followed.
Significant Sig Bruce Harreld, PURDUE 1972, president of
the University of Iowa spoke to the EC regarding COVID19’s impact on the higher education landscape.
Harreld stated that he agrees with Ball’s assessments;
however, the problem when considering reproduction
values is that they differ from area to area, and as
a university, they must consider students traveling
from high-risk areas and congregating on campus.
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Harreld stated that the focus has been on large
locations like New York, which is past its infection
peak. However, each area is unique, and the University
of Iowa community is just hitting its peak, so general
guidance regarding reopening will not be applicable
everywhere. Harreld stated that currently they are
planning to open in August, but are preparing for
every potential scenario of modifying their reopening
plans.
Harreld stated that his advice regarding large
summer events is aligned with Ball’s, and the
Fraternity should not plan for such a large gathering
and shift its focus to conducting workshop in
a virtual setting. Harreld stated that there are
challenges with virtual education, but students
are forgiving and understanding of the situation.
Discussion followed.
Judson Horras, president and CEO of the North
American Interfraternity Conference (NIC), spoke to
the group regarding the state of the interfraternal
landscape.
Horras stated that the NIC created a think tank to
address the historic impact and challenges that face
the industry utilizing experts in every facet of the
industry to drive recommendations. The NIC believes
fraternities need to be overprepared for the fall with
recommendations for reopening, with the hardest
rules to follow being the gathering limitations as
they differ for each state. The challenge in his view
is going to be modifying gatherings and events to
accommodate, but mostly the undergraduates have
been getting in line. Horras stated that the civil and
social penalties for not following the requirements
are severe and need to be taken seriously.
Horras stated the second issue is number based and
there will be a need for fraternities to step up to help
with retention of college students and the health and
wellbeing of the students. The NIC is working with IFC’s
to modify practices to accommodate.
Horras stated that college affordability is going to be
a major issue, and the fraternities and local chapters
need to look at their chapter budgeting and fees
to determine what is essential to help alleviate the
financial strain on members. Discussion followed.
Walt Harris and Pat Harris of Mill Creek Investments
spoke to the group about their observations of the
financial market and recommendations for the
Fraternity. Harris reported on the current market
stating that April rose by 12.7%, the GDP went down
4%, unemployment is over 30 million and consumer
spending has declined. Harris stated that the
Fraternity is currently well diversified and as well
positioned as can be. The question will be whether
the organization needs cash when to take it out of the
market if needed, but he is advising that now is not the
time to invest new cash into the stock market.
Burke stated that everything outside of corporate
or treasury bonds has been negative, but he believes
the Fraternity is positioned as well as possible.
He continued to review potential options they are
investigating, and they believe the US economy is going
to recover better than external markets. Discussion
followed.
The meeting recessed at 11:45 a.m.
The meeting resumed at 12:45 p.m.
Church stated that the Fraternity has been tracking
the status of campuses where Sigma Chi chapters are
located and reported that 78 chapters/colonies are
on campuses where universities suspended classes,
with 170 moving to online classes. Approximately 1/3
of undergraduate members are not in classes of any
sort, with a complete list available on the Teams site.
Church stated that approximately 893 pledges across
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108 pledge classes are on hold until the Fall with
another 124 that are being cleaned up. The complete
data list is available on the Teams site, and if a chapter
is not listed it can be presumed that they already
initiated or did not have a pledge class.
Church reviewed the Fraternity’s dollar amount in
receivables, and said there are eight chapters on a
payment plan and that 25-30 chapters have reported
difficulty collecting spring dues.
Church reported that 215 chapters have been
continuing to hold virtual chapter meetings, 225 are
holding executive committee meetings, and all but
four chapters with spring elections still held them.
Church stated that anecdotally the regional chapter
support team has found that approximately 2/3 of
chapters adapted to virtual meetings on their own, all
held over pledges are currently expected to return
to campus in the fall, and many of the undergraduates
have reported losing summer jobs and internships,
which provides an opportunity for the Fraternity
to engage with them in a meaningful way over the
summer.
Church reported that 168 chapters have houses with
64 remaining open at 32% capacity. With the remaining
104 chapters closed the entire housing capacity is
down to 11.8% with the complete data set available on
the Teams site.
Church thanked the CHI and RMF team that has been
supporting the house corporations so diligently as
the Fraternity must invest in supporting them.

Temby moved to approve the virtual workshop
proposal as presented. Kalef seconded. The motion
carried unanimously.
Church and Temby opened the discussion on
budget projects by stating that t hearing form the
Fraternity’s partners regarding their projections
will help the Executive Committee make educated
decisions.
Woods stated that the Foundation Board has a
meeting planned for mid-May where they will
discuss implications of the current crisis further,
but they have been working to reduce expenses and
implement new revenue plans over the past years
that will hopefully help. Woods stated that he does
not anticipate a major reduction in funding, and there
could be a scenario where grant funding remains flat,
but given the current situation, there may be a slight
reduction.
Woods stated that current year performance was
on track, but preliminary they are anticipating being
5-7% below expectations. The real impact will be on the
investments, which are similar in performance to the
Fraternity. Discussion followed.
Greenberg stated that SCLI has been working with
the Fraternity leadership to identify priorities and
planning for multiple drastic reductions in funding
scenarios to be implemented at the EC’s direction.

Church gave an overview of the Emergency Injury
Disaster Loan stating that the Fraternity received
approval for the loan and are awaiting receipt of the
funds.

Santoli stated that RMF revenue is tied to Fraternity
membership and decisions related to chapters and
house corporations, and they are planning for a 25%
reduction in member numbers and house corporation
vacancies, which will result in a 15% reduction in
revenue. He additionally stated that their investments
are in a similar position as the Fraternity. Santoli
stated that insurance pricing is expected to increase
next year, but they are committed to ensuring no
increases are passed onto the chapters for the
coming year. He also stated the RMF plans to absorb
expenses for the coming year to assist chapters and
house corporations.

Church gave an overview of the Payroll Protection
Program Loan, which the Fraternity as a 501c7 was not
eligible, but the Foundation, SCLI and RMF were able
to utilize.

Temby commended the RMF’s plan to support
the chapters and house corporations in such a
meaningful way. The EC agreed with Temby’s statements.
Discussion followed.

Church reported on the canceled and rescheduled
meetings with a complete list on the Teams site. He
stated that currently, the Fraternity has faced no
cancellation fees due to canceled events thanks to
Natalie Konowal’s work and that the only meeting that
has a potential future penalty is the all SCLI meeting
on Oct. 16 if it’s not held.

Temby stated that the Fraternity applied for the PPPL
in case the funds are freed up for 501c7 organizations
moving forward. Church added that there is active
lobbying in Congress to provide relief to 501c7
organizations.
Greenberg reported that the SCLI board has
recommended suspending all 2020 Horizons Huntsman
Leadership Summit sessions. Greenberg reported
that all planned 2020 attendees that have 2 years
remaining in their undergraduate careers will be
invited to attend in 2021, and that SCLI is investigating
a virtual leadership training program for members
that do not have two years remaining.

Temby moved to enter Executive Session at 2:34 p.m.
Wilson seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Sanderson moved to exit Executive Session 3:11 p.m.
Temby seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
Geddings moved to adjourn at 3:13 p.m. Kalef seconded.
The motion carried unanimously.

Kalef moved to approve the SCLI plan regarding
Horizons as presented. Lewandowski seconded. The
motion carried unanimously.
Sanderson reviewed the Grand Council proposal
he put forward in his earlier report and he
recommended the EC adopt it.

Sanderson moved to approve the Grand Council
proposal as presented. Geddings seconded. The motion
carried unanimously.
Greenberg reported that the SCLI board recommends
the EC cancel the in-person Krach TLW and conduct
a virtual workshop with pre-learning, two weeks of
curriculum and post-learning. Discussion followed.
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